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› Other MWA EoR people here!



Aus EoR Pipeline

› Data out of MWA
- 2s, 40kHz resolution

› Calibrate with 300 
sources

› Subtract 1000 
sources

› 2D power spectrum 
for quality control
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PUMA

› Custom built radio-
frequency cross matcher

› Uses bayesian positional 
probability calculation 
(Budavari and Szalay 2008) 
combined with spectral 
information

› Leverage higher frequencies 
for resolution and 
ionospheric conditions

(Carroll, Line, et al. in prep)
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PUMA positional corrections

› Cross matching MWACS 
(180MHz) to VLSSr (74MHz), 
MRC (408MHz), SUMSS 
(843MHz), NVSS (1400MHz)

› Use matched SUMSS or 
NVSS positions

› How to test these effects 
on power spectrum?



OSKAR

› Visibility generator designed for SKA 
simulations

› Capable of simulating large aperture 
arrays with multi-source sky models

› GPU accelerated so runs in realistic 
times

http://www.oerc.ox.ac.uk/~ska/oskar/
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Does it work?
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OSKAR vs MWA - 1000 peel



Power Spectrum



Positional Differences

› Ratio of positionally exact calibration/peeling to 
slightly offset calibration/peeling catalogues

› 10 minutes of data – need more!



Conclusions

› If you need to cross match, consider PUMA 
(https://github.com/JLBLine/PUMA)

› OSKAR is an effective way to simulate MWA visibilities

› Next steps:

- Include diffuse emission

- Include an actual EoR signal

- Use a proper primary beam model

› Need to generate far more data to be sure of calibration / peeling 
differences due to source catalogues...
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Backup Slides



Isolated matches I
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Isolated Matches II
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Dominant Matches



Multiple Matches



Does it work?
KATALOGSS - Carroll et al. 2015, in prep
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